
Security & 
Systems Essentials

9ine's Security & Systems Essentials – your gateway to a fortified 
digital environment and enhanced operational efficiency.

Our subscription service empowers your school to proactively 
identify, manage, and mitigate risks associated with security, 
configuration, and system performance.

By subscribing to Security & Systems Essentials, you'll gain 
access to a suite of resources, tools, and expert guidance, 
enabling you to cultivate a culture of robust cyber security 
following a Zero Trust Architecture.

360-Degree Protection: Ensure your school's security and systems are well-guarded with
an annual plan that covers risk identification, review, and active management.

Knowledge Hub: Access cyber security training resources, best practice standards, and
documentation to stay informed and equipped.

Incident Management: Equip your school with incident and breach management tools 
to swiftly respond and minimise disruptions.

Structured Framework: Implement a systematic approach to cyber and information 
security, with regular reviews and actionable insights to achieve a Zero Trust Architecture

Educational Impact: Elevate your organisation's security posture, fostering a secure
environment for staff, students, and parents

Enhance Your School's Cyber Security 
Defences and IT Performance

Why Opt for 9ine's Security & Systems Essentials?



Strategic Direction: Leverage our expertise as your information security point of contact,
guiding and supporting your school's security strategy.

Best Practice Implementation: Provide professional development to school tech teams,
enhance their skills and support their career progression.

Informed Decision-Making: Gain insights into IT system developments and resource 
allocation for informed budget planning.

Structured Framework: Implement a systematic approach to cyber and information 
security, with regular reviews and actionable insights.

Technical Assessment: Receive an objective report on your school's risks and issues, 
along with mitigating actions for systems upgrade planning.

Vulnerability Assessments: Utilise two cyber vulnerability assessments per annual 
service term to enhance your defences.

Expert Guidance: Access on-demand expert technical advice and documentation for 
effective IT environment management.

Continual Improvement: Foster a cycle of ongoing improvement in IT services, 
upgrades, and advancements.

Evidence cyber security insurance requirements are being met when cross referenced 
against the Zero Trust Framework

By partnering with 9ine, you're investing in a comprehensive approach that strengthens your
organisation's cybersecurity resilience while simultaneously enhancing operational efficiency.
We’re not only a partner, but as we will know your systems well, we’re a team that can respond
to support you quickly when things go wrong.

Scan the QR code
to learn more

www.9ine.com

Benefits for Your School's Leadership

Benefits for Your IT Team

Partnering for Performance


